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CHAPTER I 

Alcoholism has be~ome a major problem in North America. 

It is estimated that there are almost 5 million alcoholics l in 

the U.S.A. Whilst it would appear that the problem is not 

quite so acute in Canada as it is in the U.S.A., its serious-

ness cannot be denied. There are an estimated 100,000 

alcoholics in Ontario, 36,000 in Toronto alone, and 13,000 in 

the Hamilton region. 2 

Attempts are made to help alcoholics by various agencies, 

--guidance clinics, physicians, psychiatrists, clergyment. Some 

areas are fortunate enough, like Ontario, to have such agencies 

as the Alcohol and Drug Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario. 

Perhaps however one of the best knovm of these groups vThich seek 

to help alcoholics is the fellmTship of Alcoholics Anonymous. 

The existence of Alcoholics Anonymous is generally very 

well kilmTn, but few people know the mechanics of how A.A. works, 

what it does for those who join, or if there are limits to the 

kind of people A.A. can help. Surprisingly little research 

has been done in this area, though there are several studies 

done of a demographic nature. The majority of work that is 

available concerning the limitations of A.A . has been almost a 

"solo-effort" by Harrison H. Trice, who has published several 

studies and articles over the years all concerned with the 

fellowship and its members. Throughout this paper I shall refer 

frequently to Trice's work. 

1 
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Why the concern with the limitations of A.A.? I noticed 

while at A.D.A.R.F. that many people were referred to A.A., and 

others came up at Case Conferences, vhen it vas mentioned that they 

had tried A.A. unsuccessfully. 1 began to wonder if there were any 

special reasons for their fail~re to join, if certain kinds of 

people, i.e. people in particular . sets of circumstances, >-Tould be 

more likely to join than others. And so·l began to attend some 

A.A. group meetings. 

Before going on to hypotheses and justification, I ",auld 

like to present in this opening chapter an introduction to and a 

description of the A.A. fellOYTship. 

Briefly then I shall try to anS,fer the following 

questions. 

1. How is A.A. organized? 
f 

2. How does it get its memb~rs? 

3. What form does its therapy take? 

I also hope to sholoT in ansvTering these questions IoThat A.A. I s view 

of alcoholism is, whi ch loTill prove significant later on, and in 

conclusion, what those who work in the field of alcoholism think 

of the felloYTship. 

A.A. came into existence in 193 1~. The story of its 

almost accidental foundation is well documented as are the 

histories of its co-founders Dr. Bob and Bill H. 3 It l·laS in 

fact based on the idea that one alcoholic by talking to another 

at a time IoThen the latter vranted very badly to drink, was able 
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to prevent him from doing so. Since that time, though the 

fellowship had obviously expanded and the therapy has become 

more complicated the basic idea has remained the same--a group 

of alcoholics helping to keep each other sober. 

This is the creed of A.A. 

Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men 
and women "rho share their experience, strength 
and hope with each other that they may solve 
their common problem and help others to recover 
from alcoholism. The only requirement for 
membership is a desire to stop drinking. There 
are no dues or fees for A.A. membership; ",e 
are self-supporting through our own contributions. 
A. A. is not allied "ri th any sect, denomination, 
politics, organization or institution; does not 
wish to engage in any controversy; neither 
endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary 
purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics 
to achieve sobriety. 

A.A. is organized into autonomous local groups, i.e. 

although there is a format for the meetings, and a meeting 

with one group is very like one with another, at least in 

content, there is no overall co~~and or bureaucracy. Hence 

the difficulty of obtaining accurate figures of membership 

or demographic data ex~ept on a local basis. The membership 

in the U.S.A. is estimated by A.A. to be 300,000.
4 

vJhat 

records are kept, are the concern of each individual branch. 

In some larger areas, like metropolitan areas or cities, Central 

Offices have been set up, "'hich are manned day and night to 

reoeive calls for help and co-ordinate aid, and to give out 

information (for instance Hamilton has one which advertises in 

local papers) but they do not interfere 'vi th the running of 

individual groups. 
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Groups, of course can vary in size. Thirty to fifty 

seems to cover the nUmbers in city groups, I am told by a 

local group organiser. Larger groups than that begin to 

suffer the dravlbacks of size . Urban groups meet mainly in 

I churches, other groups are s et up in hospitals and prisons . 
, 

Differences in the composition of the membership of 

groups have been noted by several observers, i.e. some groups 

may be classified with ease as predominantly middle class or 

lOVler class . This will be discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter II. A.A. as a whole has the reputation of being a 

middle-class organization. 

Meetings of each group are held on a regular weekly 

basis. The chair at the meeting is held in rotation by 

various members of the group ,.,ho must qualify themselves to 

be chairmen. This sounds very much more formal than it 

in fact is . Qualification means that they must declare 

themselves to be an alcoholic. 

At the beginning of the meeting the Twelve Steps are 

read out followed by the Twelve Traditions . The Serenity 

Prayer is said. 

Lord, grant me the s erenity, to accept the 
things I cannot change, to change thos e that 
I can and the ivlsdom to knovl the difference. 

Then a guest spe aker is introduced us ually from another 

group or another city. He t a lks about his drinking history , 

what happened to him because of alcoholism, hOVI he came to 

A.A. and ,.,hat has happened to him sfnce. After a speech of 
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thanks, a voluntary collection is taken. and the Lord's Prayer 

is said. After the official close of the meeting coffee and 

cookies are served by the wo~en members or, since these are 

few in number, by the vTi ves of the members. 

vThere do these members come from? HOVT are they 

introduced to A.A.? Many are told to try A.A. by other 

agencies to '.fhich they have gone for help .. These include 

alcoholism clinics, like those run by the Addiction Research 

Foundation of Ontario, psychiatrists ',rho treat alcoholics, 

clergymen, social '.fork agencies, like family guidance clinics. 

A surprisingly high number as "rill be sho~m in Chapter II, 

are referred by a friend or relative already in A.A. These 

are possibly taken to the first me~t ing by their 'sponsor' 

as A.A. calls them. 

Others come to A.A. also "rith sponsors, "hom they 

have met as a result of 'T1.Telfth Step calls'. This occurs 

when an alcoholic desperate for either a drink or help, calls 

A.A. (Central Office), or a friend. Two A.A. members are 

sent out to talk to him . If he "Tants to, he is encouraged 

to attend an A.A. meeting and he choses one of the two 

initial visitors to be his sponsor. This sponsor acts as 

a guide and a mentor during the first nonths of contact and 

after, if necessary. All new members are encouraged to have 

a "lponsor. 
-

Some members do join by .... Talking into a meeting but I 

suspect these are few in number. In He.\-T York City Study 



56.5% of the participants iVere referred by aGencies or friends 

and relatives. Hhilst 29.1% yrere self-referred. 5 Unfortunately 

this figure · does not distinguish those who arrived yri th a 

sponsor after a TYrelfth Step call from those who ,,,alked into 

a meeting. 

vfuat is the kind of therapy that A.A. offers? As I 

have said earlier, it is essentially treatment of alcoholism by 

, alcoholics, stopping the alcoholic drinking by offering advice, 

friendship, companionship, encouragement at any time it is 

wanted, day or ni ght. 

An A.A. member will tell you that success in the 

felloYlship depends on the member "getting the program". 

This consists of the folloyring Tl-relve Steps: 

1. We admitted we were powerless over alcohol 
--that our lives had become. unmanageable. 

2. . Came to believe that a Pmrer greater than 
ours'elves could restore us to sani~y. 

3. . Made a decision to turn our 'viII and our 
lives over to the care 'of God as "re understood ' 
Him. 
4. Made a searching and f earl-ess moral inven
tory of ourselves . 

5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to 
another human being, . the exact nature of our 
wrongs . 

6. Here entirely ready to have God remove all 
thes e defects of character. 

1. Humbly asked Him to r emove our short
comings. 

8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, 
and bec ame iVilling to make amends to them all . 

. . ' . 
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9. Nade direct amends to such people.There-
ever possible, except 10Then to do so' YTPuld injure 
them or others. 

lO. ·Continued to take personal inventory and 
when we '"ere · iITOng promptly admitted it . . 

11. Sought through prayer and meditation to 
improve our conscious contact vi th God, as YTe " 
understood Him, ~raying only for knowledge .of 
His 10rill for us and the pmTer to carry that out. 

12. Having had a spiritual experience as the 
result of these steps, we tried to carry this 
message to alcoholics, and to practice these 
principles in all our affairs . .. 

Thus the member must acknm-Tledge that he i s an alcoholic, 

and alone is helpless, and begin to shoulder some 

responsibility. Twelfth Step calls are seen as a vital 

form of reinforcement of the desire to remain sober, as 

are meetings when the alcoholic can r~live the unpleasant 

details of the past with the speaker: 

Also such events have the function of occupying 

the mind and t~~ing up time. In areas like Hruailton it is 

possible to attend an A.A. meeting every night of the 10Teek 

all year round. 

As I have mentioned, people are recommended to A.A. 

by several agencies and it YTould seem that A.A. is held in 

high regard. Nevertheless some 1oTorkers and physicians have 

expressed certain doubts and misgivings over the fellowship 

and particularly about the viei·rs put forward by A.A. 

A.A. themselves have s a id 

It has been our experi ence that profes s ional 
people are not too happy reading many of the A.A. ' 

c 
publications . o 
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The statements they seem to object to are these like 

Most of us "Tere relieved "Then it was. expla ined · 
to us that alcoholism "Tas an illness. . 
It was emphas ized to us from the beginning that 
no one but we ourselves could determine whether 
or not YTe "Tere alcoholics. The admission had 
to be sincere and based on our OIm jUdgement--not 
that of a doctor, husband, YTife or spiritual 
advisor. 7 

The latter needs no explanation of vrhy it should cause 

concern among physicians and social "Torkers. A.A. has also 

been criticised for its tendency to consider alcoholism as 

the .Thole problem and not perhaps, the symptom or result 

of others . People like Arthur Cain have criticised its 

refusal to attempt different forms .of treatment for alcoholism, 

and suggests it may in fact prevent some alcoholics from being c 

cured, by insisting that alcoholism is an incurable disease. 

"Once an alcoholic alYTays an alcoholic" is A.A.' s idea. 

This may yet prove to be so but A.A. encourages no attempts 

to prove othervise. But perhaps the most potent criticism 

of A.A. and from m,y point of vi evr the most valid is that 

of Dr. · E. H. Jellinek that "A.A. has created alcoholism in 

. t . " 8 1 S ovn lmage , i.e. that the fellowship recognizes only 

one type of alcoholism and .thus excludes others , thereby 

feasibIy shutting its doors to many other genuine alcoholics. 

I will not discuss this in detail now as it will be dealt 

with in Chapter II. 

Finally there are the vague misgivings , difficult to 

express in ,·rri ting like those I discussed lTi th a member of 

A.D.A.R.F. staff. That A.A. replaces alcohol--the member 

8 
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becomes an A.A. addict--this may be better than suffering 
'-

the horrors of o.lcoholism, but is it the only answer? 
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CH.I\PTER II 

From the prec eeding chapter it can be demonstrated that 

A.A. is held in high esteem by those people who "lork in the 

; field of alcoholism treatment. Family doctors, psychiatrists, 

I social workers and clergymen all recommend persons ,,,ith a dril"'.k-

ing problem to try A.A. Nevertheless A.A. obviously does not 

treat all alcoholics, nor even all of these who approach the 

felloHship uith a view to becoming a member. Exactly what per-

centage of these i~ho approach do not affiliate. has not been 

accurately docunlented. Hence no figures, other than inspired and 

not-so-inspired guesses, are available. However, regardless of 

these number such people are fairly easily fOU-l1d. 

Hany problem drinkers cannot voluntarily align 
themselves with an A.1\. group despite the fact 
that one is available and they are exposed to i t.l 

The problem 't-Tith which I am concerned is - ... nat, if any-

thing, differentiates those who affiliate from ,~ho do not? the 

possible factors fall into bIo groups, · 

a) those involving the individuals themselves; 

b) those involving the circumstances in \·1hich the 

individuals find themselves. 

It will be my contention that the affiliation is a result 

of certain combinations of these . t wo groups of factors. 

Trice is concerned vTith vIhat he perceives as "a selectivity 

that acts to exclude. 2 This selectivity is on the part of the 

group 1~hich can either encourage t.he p'rospective member to 

11 
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/ 
introducing hlm to the rest of the members, making hlm part of the 

after-meeting cliques over coffee and cookies, and generally being 

friendly, or they can discourage hlm by taking little notice of 

him once they have heard his initial story. They are using the 

I selection process to determine "readiness,,3 to join. (vIhat it 
! 

meant by readiness and the factors involved in it, will be discussed 

in detail later, and hence I would like to leave it unexplained for 

the moment.) This selectivity will be a dual process, since the 

group's perc eption of the prospective affiliate Hill be partia1~y 

a result of his ovm attitudes, story and appearance. 

This statement can be j ustified by looking at Fritz Heidel's 

4 
Theory of Structural Balance, or more specifically, by looking at 

T. H. NeHcomb's5 adaption of Heider. 

From Newcor.1b: 6 

1) Individuals achieve perceptual constancy with regard to 

persons by attributing stable orientations to them. 

?) Such attributed orientations are governed by principles of 

balance. 

In Newcomb's systems there are two types of relationships 

1) attraction - to members 

2) attitudes - to non-person objects 

Newcomb's system may be drmm like this 

A )-B This system is positively bal anced. 

\ ::xl Beca"'J.se A & B are attrac t ed to each other 

and share the same attitude tm-rards X. 
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/ 
But relationships ,-rithin a system are functions of the perceived 

orientations of others. 

i.e. the way B thinks A perceives X affects Bls relationship 

with A. Thus perceived orientations rnay not be actual orientations 

I but the individual B will act and indeed even act o~ly on the 

perception he perceives from A's behaviour and expressions. 

HOH does all this fit in 1.rith the affiliation process in an A.A. 

group? To go back to Newcomb I s; dia gram. 

---- positive attract. 
------- negative attract. 

Fig. 1. 

This may be used to illustrate the situation of the prospective 

A.A. member. 

If we label him, the prospective member, as A, the A.A. 

group as Band the goal sobriety as X, the relationship should beco~e 

clearer. According to Heider and Newcomb, people tend to prefer 

positively balanced systems, and there is a tendency tOHards 

balance in relationships.? The above system is positively 

balanced (Fig.l). 

A and B are mutually attracted. 

A and B share the sa~e attitude towards X. 

Hence I believe that before A takes the step of joining 

A.A. he should be in the above situation, i.e. be attracted to the 

group and/or have a strong positive attitude towards X, sobriety. 

. I 
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( I use the term and/ or, above I for specific reasons, since I 

believe that either relationship may be the determining factor in 
, 

joining, depending on the situation of A. This will become clearer 

in a moment. Heider, refers to a 'tendency tOHards balance' , 

I Nel-ICOmb to a 'strain towards sYlfL'lletry', which results in the balanc

, ing of a system either negatively or positively. This occurs in the 

follovTing situations 0 

A (---------- B 

\-7 
X 

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

Actually in the J...J... situation the diagrams vlould more accL"U'ately 

look like this 

~-----------

A, /~B 
\ . 

\\ w 

~" X 

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

since the A.A. group B is not very likely to have a positive 

attitude to a prospective me,nber who does not v1<mt to be sober. 

Indeed it seems unlikely that A would be thinking of joining the 

group if he did not want to be sober. However, hOTd badly he vJants 

sobriety is a different matter and I believe very significant in 

affiliation especially in the follovring situation. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

A ~------...:---- B . A <- B 

·\x! \x) 
Here even if A does like Band B does not like A for various 

reasons, if A 1-rants to be sober desperately enough he may overcome 

the difficulties and join, finding something to attract him in A.A. 

Fig.(b) and forching B to change his opinion of A. Fig.(c) 

I therefore believe that there are tHO main sets of 

factors involved in deciding ,·rhether or not an individual joins 

A.A. They will be these factors which influence A's. ) 

a) attraction to the group . 

b) attitude to sobriety 

We must not forget B's part in all this but in part I think B's 

15 

attraction to A is affected by similar factors to those that affect 

A.'s attraction to B. i.e. B will be influenced by A's background, his 

attitudes tovrards sobriety particularly. · This is the main way I 

believe A.A. judges the 'readiness' of a particular member. (See 

later on Jellinek discussion of the A;A. vievl of alcoholism). 

I think 1-7e must accept that B's attitude to X is a 

positive one, since he or they are members of A.A. (In passing , 

I feel I should mention that I think Trice's sel ection process on the 

part of the members occu:cs when the relationships are not 

immediateiy balanced, e.go if A does not display an attitude to 

sobriety sufficiently similar to that of the rest of the members, 

or is not 'attractive' to the group for other r easons, there will 
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be li\tle encouragement given to him to join.) 

To help pin dOim the factors involved in the AB, AX 

relationships I vlOuld like to digress for a moment and look at 

factors vlhich affect group affiliation generally. 

Cart't-rrie;ht and Zander 
8 

state attraction to the group 

will depend upon tHO sets of conditions: 

a) such properties of the group as its goals, programs, 

size, type of organization and position in the cOrrIDlunity, and 

b) the needs of the person for affiliation, recognition, 

security, and other things "tv-hich can be mediated by groups. 

If these sets of conditions are related to the tl10 types 

of relationships Which Newcanb propounds, we can see the types of 

variables ~mich might be involved in formulating attraction to 

members and attitude to the goals of the group. 

Cart~rright and Zander also refer to t1V'O major sources of 

attraction to explain why people join or remain in a group : 

a) the group itself is the object of the need; 

b) the group is a means for satisfying needs outside 
9 

the group. 

"lhen considering A.A. it is difficult to decide vJhich 

one of the tv-I0 foregoing reasons ,·rould be the maj or sources of 

attraction. I cannot see it being' just one. 

In the first case people join because they like the 

people in the group and/or because they are ~n agreement with the 

goals and activities of the group. This ' ·]Quld obviously be one 

r&'1.S0n for joining an A.A. group. But membership can also give 

16 
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benefj"ts outside the group e.g. in relationship with family friends, 

at work. It may be a source of self-confidence and increased 

pre.stige in the community. Hence I believe both factors are 

involved. 

Briefly, other relevant factors promoting attraction and 

affiliation with a group - factors Hhich can be applied to the 

A.A. situation include anxiety and severity of initiation. The 
(, 410 

former was discovered in a study of bomber cre-vlS. Schachter 

studied the effects of experimentally induced states of anxiety 

on the desire to be with other people. His studies conclude that 

"u state of anxiety leads to the arousal of affiliative tendencies ll 

••• "it appears theoretically rewarding to formulate this body of 

findings as a manifestation of needs for anxiety reduction and of 

the need for self-eval~.tion; that is ambiguous situations or 

feelings lead to a desire to be -vrith others as a means of socially 

evaluating and determining the appropriate and proper reaction. 1I 

Here Schachter seems to be entering the field which is 

popularly known as Reference Group Theory and it is perhaps at 

this point appropriate to return to my main concern i.e. affilia-

tion 'Hi th A.A., and the variable and factors which promote this. 

NOH I would like to discuss the factors 'toIhich affect A';:; 

attraction to B, i.e. the prospective ma~ber's attent ion to the 

group. These I thiwc will fall into two sections: 

a) those concerned _,-[ith the pro?pective affiliate's 

present circums~.ncesj 

b) those concerned with his past history. 
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In the first group are factors such as, loss of other group support, 

family factors, sex, age, occupation, knm-Iledge of A.A. and 

members. In the second such factors as previous history of 

group membership, ethnic, religious and educational background. 

Dealing with them in turn i n the order above. 

Loss of group support 

Initially here it is necessary to digress once more and 

return to the subject of reference groups. 

Merton discusses h-J'o types of reference group: · 

1) Normative type Hhich sets and maintains standards for 

the individual. 

2) Comparison type Hhich provides a "frame of comparison 

relative to Hhich the individual evaluates hirnself and others. lIll 

Thus reference groups provide ' ''a frame of reference for 

self- evaluation and attitude formation - a function "hich 

Schachter12 found important during situations of anxiety. 

Shibutani13 has added a third group. 

3) Groups to v7hich men aspire. 

A man, then, measures hirnself and formulates his attitudes 

against the background of the groups to Hhich he belongs, those 

he uses for comparisons and ones of I'Jhich he v70uld like to become 

a . member. 

To appreciate how important groups and membership in them 

are to man " e have only to look at the many studies in sociological 

literature e. g . the HavTthorn Exper :hnent, 14 of &,188 ,15 
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vl1b.yte's Street Corner Society, . Romans' The Ruman Group to 

.;j 

select only a fev1 of the many. 

From infancy om-rards vre are members of families, 
childhood gangs, school and college cliques, clubs 
and teams - all sInall groups. ·vlhen as grownups 
1-18 get jobs, we still find ourselves "lOrking lvith 
a few persons and not with the lIDole firm, associa
tion or government deparLment •••• The group is the 
commonest as it is the most familiar of social units 
••• Sociology might have begQn here.18 

19 

Men obtain their norms from the group to which they belong 

and seek group approval for their actions. To the sociologist 

these are elementary principles and need no further elaboration. 

The influence of the gro~p to l·rhich an individlk'll belongs 

,vill be :Lmportc'lnt in the first instance in determining vlhether or 

not he begins to drink at all. Studies of drinking among teenagers 

and young people have shovffi the importance of the group's influence. 

') ---' --

They begin drinking in order to conform to the group 's expectations -

to belong. 

"Drinking has become so much a part of our culture and 

19 society that it is an accepted procedure. 1t It is also v;ell 

known that "cultural patterns in particular areas have a tremendous 

effect upon drinking habits. There are cultures where, although 

drinking is an accepted procedure, excessive drinking or drunkenness 

is absolutely forbidden lf e.g. Orthodox Je1Qs. ltfuereas in other 

cultures e.g. France, the level of alcohol in the blood of the 

French man is considerably higher than in North A~erica, but not 

all F~enchmen are defined as alcoholics. 

This is used only to illustrate the importance of the group 
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'for the definition of alcoholism. Excessive or abnormal drinking 

is a relative phenomenon. vlhat is accepted as nor-inal a!!long one 

group may be defined as deviant by another. To join A.A. the 

individual !!lust admit that he is an alcoholic, that he can no 

Ilonger control his consumption of alco~ol - it has "gotten out 

l of hand" ••• But referring to the previous sta t arnemts one person's 

definition of alcoholism t-Tlll be different from another's. 

This does not really matter, since A.A. is concerned with a self-

definition of alcoholism. Actually, thes e self-definitions are 

not so diverse really. Most of the members of -A.A. are probably 

alcoholics in anyone's terminology. Occasionally one can find on 

the files of 11..1\. and treatment agencies such as the Alcoholism. 

and Drug Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario, self-referred 

cases who drid-<: perhaps only 2 bottles of beer each night without 

ill-effects but 1-Jho worry about 1oJ'hat they perceive to be compul-

sive drinking and alcoholism. However these are feN and far 

behwen. 

I perceive that the illlportanceof the group, in the 

aefinition of alcoholism and perhaps eventually in affiliation 

with A.A., lies in the amount and type of drinking it t olerates 

before defining it as abnormal. Some people may thus be defined 

as alcoholics and may be made to seek help fairly early in the 

course of the disease if the group does not a s a "mole approve of 

heavy drinking, \vhile others may be financially and physically in 

20 

.i very bad uay before they realize something is 1.Jrong and seek help. 

~fuy is the group so ilnportant? Because it is very much more 
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difficult for an individual to convince himself ,that his dri~{ing 

is not abnormal, when he has lost the support and presence of 

his friends than 1rlhen he is still a member of his former social 

neh70rk. He can clearly perceive himself as being out of step 

once he i s no longer a member of the group. He knovls that he no 

longer conforms to their expectations. This alone may not be 

sufficient to make him seek help or, even i f he does so, to approach 

A.A., but it does help him realize that there is a problam there .20 , " 

The loss of group support may be important in other 

ways. 'Lone drinking ' has long been considered a very grave and 

obvious sign of alcoholism. 21 This vim.)' may not be quite so 

unfounded or as melodramatic as some people have since thought. 

Note also the particular existence mentioned by 

Schachter22 of affiliation tendencies in situations surrounded 

with anxiety. Anxiety may indeed be one reason for the excessive 

drinking in the first place. 23 

Also, though there is no conclusive evidence that any 

one type of person is more likely to becor:le an alcoholic than 

another24 it does seem that alcoholics' do have certain tendencies. 

Alcohol can be, and frequently is, the means that people use v7hen 

they can no longer cope vrith the problems of life. 25 Drinking 

becomes an escape and lets them avoid having to make decisions -

even 'Hhen these are of the minor type. In fact one of the things 

that A.A. seems to ignore is that alcoholism is frequently a 

symptom of some underlying problem although there is some evidence 

that the Fellmvship unHittingly treat s these too; 26 
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! In listening to the psychiatric assessments of alcoholics 

given during the Case Conferences at the Hamilton branch of A.D.A.R.F. 

I could not help but notice the nUmerous ' occasions on 'tVhich an 

alcoholic -Has described as a "passive-dependent" personality. 

I In: the sociological literature a parallel can be found if He look 

! at David Riesman's 'other-directed ma~,.27 He is a man incapable 

of thin..\(ing or making decisions for himself. He takes all his 

cues for behaviour from others and r eacts like a puppet. The 

alcoholic seems to fit the first part of this description but not 

the last - for his 'others' have become alcohol. 

Nevertheless, like all men,the alcoholic needs group 

support - perhaps to such a dependent person group support is 

even more iYflportant and thus the loss of such support IN"ill be 

a tremendous blow to him. Joining A.A. vwuld make him once 

more the member of a group. This is what I mean by saying that 

membership in A.A. is the result of particular sets of 

circumstances. An alcoholic who has lost group support is more 

likely to define himself as alcoholic and is potentially an 

A.A. affiliate, or a potential affiliate -1-ri th some other group 

-of that type - if and only if other factors also are found . But 

I believe other factors raust also be present. 

Having just discussed loss of group membership, it seems 

logical here to discuss past group membership; even though I 

have placed i t in the second group of factors. 

Past Group l'Iembershi'p' 

This is not r eally one variable but ha s several ' factors 



(associated wi th it. Some of these are not strictly sociological 

but are concerned vrith the personality characteristics of the 
, 

prospective affiliate. Thus one vlould expect to find it easier 

for a person vJho enjoys being a part of a group, who is used to 

associati ng with volunta r y groups and is generally a more outgoing 

I person to associate vTith the neH group. 
I 

One of the methods ~mich Trice used to cover this rather 

indefinite subject 'Has to ask his respondents to agree or disagree 

with the follovTing statement: 

Before I 't-J'ent to any A.A.meetings at all, I often 

shared my troubles with others. 28 

He found that 73. 6% of those who agreed with this state-

23 

ment were affiliates compared with 30. 7fJ of affiliates 'tvho disagreed . 

He also found that just over half 51. 9% had had experi ence as 

voluntary group members before joining A.A. This percent age may 

not be as high as I would expect to find because Trice specified 

29 the groups as fraternal orders and excluded other groups. 

I would expect the joiners to be emotionally outgoing , 

. ~~sy to associate with and to like being with other people. The 

p-roblem is of course to find questions and measurements for these 

rather vague variables. 

This collection of variables and others might be labelled -

like Schachter's 'affiliative t endencies'. Another variable in 

this group mi ght be the pOl-ler of verbaliza tion. This variable 

was suggested to me by Dr. 'Vlolfgang Scblartz of A.D.A.R.F. Toronto, ' 

based on hi s OwT! "h,... _ """' ... ., ,., +·~ ....... _ 
v UC>OJ.. Vc..\,L,oJ. Vll .:J and 'i-Jork. vri t h ll.A. groups. He 
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suggested that A.A. members might score higher than non-affiliates 

on verbal tests and have greater powers of articulation even 

before joining. Certainly verbal capacity plays an i~portant 

part if one is to become an active member of the fello't"ship, since 

! standing up and telling one's story is ' a vital part of the A.A. 
I 

therapy. 

Family 

This is rea.lly associated with the first major variable, 

that of loss of group support. Does his family encourage or 

discourage him from going to A.A. 7 0r).e 1t70uld expect affiliation 

to be easier with the support of wife and family. vlives and 

husbands can attend A.A. meetings with the alcoholic and are in 

fact encouraged to do so. Affiliation may also be more likely 

if the spouse is absent altogether, than if he or she disapproves 

of, and provides no encouragement for the alcoholic to try and 

persevere in A.A. The wife can be harmful in such a situation 

24 

for she may be competing with A.A. for her husband and her husband's 

time. Time is one reason why family encouragement is necessary 

since initially ne't<7 members are encouraged to attend A.A. meetings 

as frequently as possible, and in cities, there isameeting every 

night. For example, a Hamilton female member with 't·,hom I 't<laS 

associated had been sober in A.A •. for six months i"hen I met her. 

During that time she had missed only 3 nights at a meeting in the 

lmole of that time including Sundays - 'and she had missed those 

three nights through illness! Thus laqk of competition from the 
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family and other groups or individuals is probably initially very 

importa nt and I expect to find that _members of A.A; did not have 

family competition lJhen they joined, i. e. the f amilies may not 

have been very happy but they did not actively oppose affiliation. 

Sex 

Sex itself may be a factor affecting affiliation, or rather 

influencing other variables promoting or inhibiting affiliation. 

30 
In New York the ratio of women to men viaS 1: 2. 2 Looking at 

Hamilton this -Hould se em fairly high. I have no figures for 

Hamilton but in the groups which I attend~.ed men very obviously 

outnumbered "tv-omen by a much higher ratio. This is true of 

recorded female alcoholics in general. Homen alcoholics seem to be 

in -Horse condition generally than th.eir male counterparts ,-,hen 

they seek help. This may be for two reasons : 

a) alcoholism is more of a stigma in a v.loman and 

hence to be conc~~led. 

'0) vlOmen have more opportunities of concealing their 

alcoholism oven from their husbands, e. g . they can drink at home 

while husband and children are out, they have more opportunity 

to conceal liquor and less likelihood of it being found. (They 

do the hous ev1Ork ) 

Thus when it does -become krimm , it is discovered and 

recognized later than it might be in a man. Also "men recognized 

action may not be taken unti2 a long while after for the first 

reason menti oned. 

1 .... _
1 

__ _ 
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Thus I 't'lOuld expect women meNbers to be older than the 

men generally at timo of affiliation and to have drinking histories 

qualitatively worse, i.e. to be in the later stages of the disease. 

Trice in his study does not look at demographic variables 

such as this but I believe these types of variables can be not 

only irteresting but indeed significant. The NeH York City Study 

reported 65.4~ of its male respondents, ~nd 67.4% of its female 

respondents over 40 years of age. 11.9% of the men and 7.5% of 

the 'Homen did not report their age. Only 4.1% of the men and 5.4% of 

the 'Homen 'Here under thirty. 31 It 't.Jould therefore seem that one 

can expect to find feHyoung people 'VTithin the A.A. fe110"\.Jship. 

This is hardly a startling fact and could have several explanations. 

In the first place, if, as it seems likely, A.A. members 

are mainly Gamma alcoholics, this is the progressive type of 

alcoholism knmm as a disease and it may take some time to 

develop to the point ",here disi l lusionment occurs, the 'bottom' 

is hit and people are 'ready' for A.A. If one couples this with 

the fact that often there is a period of social drinking before 

onset of alcoholism (average of 8.8 .years in New York City Study)32 

it is not unreasonable that a number of years should elapse before 

A.A. needs to be contacted. There is also no reason to believe that 

those '''ho later , become alcoholics begin drinking any earlier than 

drinkers "rho experience no difficulties. None of the studies ' 

shoH this. The New, York Study fixed the average age of the first 



drink of its participants at 17.6 for males, 18.6 for females 

aged under 18 in 1933. 33 This is an attempt to counteract the 

effect of Prohibition, vrhich may have prevented earlier ' drinking 

among those over 18 in 1933 - their average age of the first drink 

34 
was 19.1 years for males and 19.7 for females. 

There is also , from this study evidence of a gap 

between the self-diagnosis of alcoholism and affiliation with 

A.A. This gap in fact is of quite considerable duration. 

66.7 per cent of the NeH York City respondents reported 

over ten years elapsing between the onset of alcoholism and 

first attendance at A.A. 
35 

In addition to this, considering some of the factors 

discussed previously, young people may be less likely to 

affiliate for other reasons, pal'ticul,arly because of 

competition from other groups. Their drinking patterns may fit 

in with the groups to v,hich they belong e.g~ college groups, 

university residence cliques, 't'lOrk gangs, etc. '\oihere indeed 

heavy drinking may confer prestige and be part of expected 

,group behaviour. There may be less likelihood to diagnose 

alcoholism because of the individual's youth - dismissing it 

as a phase which everyone goes through and 't-lhich >,i11 pass -

the "it's just his a ge" syndrome . 

A.A. will suffer competition from all the social 

voluntary groups vi'hich offer membership to the young and also 

froll1 the norms of this society ,.hich define drinking as normal 

27 



and excessive drinking in youth as transitory • . 

Thus there is no reason to expect 11..1\. members to be 

predominately young and some justification to expect them to 

be reasonably old i.e. over 40. 

Occupation 

This is one of a cluster of variables vlhich I believe 

to be associated with my first major va::Ciable, the loss of 

group support. 

Occupation can be important for determining style of 

life and the kind of people one associates Hith socially. It 

is a strong detel~inant of class. Is drilli<ing and certain 

styles of drinking more accepted by certain social and 

occupg,tional groups than others? For example, what styles and 

amounts of drinking can be expected from an advertising 

executive a steel,~orker, and a Baptist minister? I have 

discussed earlier the influence and importance of the group in 

the diagnosis of abnormal drinking and the possible effects of 

withdraHal of group support on the likelihood of affiliation 

with A.1\. so I do not think it necessary to reiterate them 

here. Occupation Hill be, I believe, one of the component 

parts of this group assessment, along with the following tvm 

variables - ethnicity and religiosity. 

But before going on to these, it is first necessary to 

consider another possible aspect of the importance of occupation, 

particularly in its role as an indicator of class. 

28 



It could be that a certain class may be attracted to 

A.A. and to the type of therapy that A.A. provides. I have no 

real evidence for saying this, except the general notio~ that 

A.A. is a middle class organization. I do not know if this 

can even be substantiated . It may be however that these 

people find it easier to verbalize and will be attracted to 

that type of therapy. Or it could simply be that the members 

are already middle class and nevT affiliates join because the 

members are like themselves. Lofland36 testing this class 

variable, with predominately working class and predominately 

middle cla ss groups found that they did not discourage 

affiliates of different class, rather they actively encouraged 

them - working class groups liked middle class members because 

29 

they conferred prestige on the group and middle class welcomed 

lOv18r class members because they felt they would not other,lTise 

be living up to A.A. traditions. 

I vTould ho,.;ever like to see if there are any occupational 

I clusters I among A.1\. members. Closely associated i-ri th this 

variable is education. 24.8'% "Jere ~ollege gradmtes in the Nei-r York 
City Study,37 

Ethnici.!-x 

This is another of the variables significant in formulating 

group assessment and the alcoholic I s assessment of h:hnself, in 

the same way that occupational groups are. Thus it seems 

likely that a JeiV Hill become more vTorried about excessive 

drinking earlier than perhaps an Irishman because of the 
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I difference . in each ethnic group's viev) of drinking . However 

this alone may not be sufficient to bring about an approach 

and affiliation ,,,ith A.A. In the case of the Jm'l, religion may 

preclude affiliation with the fellovJship. But certain ethnic 

I groups, e. g. staunch Methodists, may withdraw support earlier 

f 
than others - before in the eyes of A.A. the alcoholic is 

'ready' i.e. especially here with reference to the second 

variable suffering . lJher e group support is Hithdravm earlier 

the alcoholic may not run the full dowmlard course of the 

disease and hence may not be an attractive prospect to A.A. 

vihere, h01-J'ever drinking is tolerated, by the time the group 

withdraws support, the alcoholic may b e in a later stc1.ge and 

this loss of support may thus b ec ome th e precipitating factor 

in the affiliation process, since the alcoholic's history 

vullbe 'right' for A.A. - he has probably been disillusioned 

by the rejection of the group. 

Religiosity 

'I-his factor may work · similarly to the b10 above i. e. 

different religions take different vievl s of drinking and will 

differ in the stage at vlhich they define drinking as abnormal 

- for some any alcoholic beverage consumption may be abnormal. 

Thet'e is hOH8ver another facet to the significance of 

religion. Because of the nature of the A.A. fellmvship I 

believe it is more likely that those,who have a fairly strong 

religious belief and background lvill affilia te rather than 

30 



! those "mo do not. Robert &les has looked at some of the 

similarities betvIeen A.A. and a religious sect38 and an 

even greater comparison can be made usin6 Troelsch IS 

church/sect typology. 

Also to get the A.A. program one must come to believe 

'
I ~ in la pOvIer greater than ourselves'. A.A. stages that this 

pm.rer can be anything one interprets it to be. It is not 

necessarily God, hOv.lever the religious aspects, e.g. the 

40 reliance on the Book, , the Twelve Steps and the Twelve 

Traditions, the Serenity Prayer, the fact that the Lord's 

Prayer is said at the conclusion of the meetings might make 

affiliation more difficult for an atheist or an agnostic, 

unless he is really determined to enter and remain in the 

Felloi'1ship. In Trice's study, .58.3%' of affiliates said they 

31 

accepted the spiritual ideas of A.A. but 40.4 per cent said 

they had not. 41 From supplementary data hm-1ever, not published, 

Trice estc1.blished that affiliates ~'1ere more regular church 

goers than non-affiliates in childhood and in the five years 
, '. 42 

prior to A.A. attendance. 

I would also expect to find indications of this, and 

at least a belief in the Christian God. 

Introduction to A.A. Previous knowledge of A.A. 

I shall consider these t-i-lO variables together since 

they are closely associated. 

Over half of Trice I s participants, 51.9' 'percent, had 



two fl!iends in A.A. and 51.1 percent had a relative who had 

attained sobriety through A~A. In addition t o this 60.9 

43 
ha.d heard favourable reports of A.1\. The previous figures 

a.re extremely high. In relation to my hypotheses, it would 

seem likely that the presence of a friend or relative, 

already in the fellovlship, .fill be one of the factors which 

"Till increase the attraction of the group for the new member. 

It is obviously easier to affiliate with a group when one 

knovls someone in it, than it is to walk in and join one 

when one knows no other member. It can also facilitate 

matters if one is taken to' the meeting, Le. accompanied 

by a sponsor whose duty it is to look after the neH member. 

Hence I vwuld expect a high percentalSe of members to have 

been introduced to A.A. by a friend or through a sponsor, 

those who do not affiliate are more likely to have gone alone. 

On this point evidence from the NeH York Study is not a 

great deal of help. Though 38% were introduced by a friend 

or a family member, the survey has the figure of 29.7 self-

44 
referred. The writers however do not state in vIhieh • .,ray 
-
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they were self-referred. Referring back to Chapter I - sponsored 

are self~referred - they call A.A. for help, the person who 

goes to help . them then becomes the'ir sponsor but so are 

those vmo Halk into a meeting. The New York City rese.:J.rcher s 

did not ask about sponsorship. 

\-lith regard to previous knoHledge of A.A., though 

favourable hearsay evidence is advantageous, Trice suggests 

J _, -~&>o.._ 
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that having heard nothing unfavourable is important in 

promo~ing affiliation,45 i. e. those , who do not affiliate have 

heard unfavourable reports about A.A. vlhilst those .,Iho do 

affiliate may have h&.rd favourable reports or nothing about 

A.A. but are not likely to have heard anything unfavourable. 

Some of the foregoing variables may also be associated 

with the attitude to sobriety, e.g. occupation, family factors, 

etc. The ways in vmich they may playa part will be seen from 

the following discussion of the major factor here - suffering 

through alcoholism. 

§uffering thr~ugh alcoholism 

This, is one of those other factors needed in combination 

with those above. Suppose a man bel9ngs to a particular church 

33 

group 't-1hich condemns his fairly excessive drinking and ostracizes 

him, but this does not interfere with his position as a business 

executive or unduly with his family life, nor does it damage 

greatly his standing in thecorrununity. In such a situation the 

man is hardly likely to seek help or to have a vested interest, 

at that time at least, in giving up drinking. He has not yet 
-
"hi t bottom II • 

losing hope. 

'Hitting bottom' means being disillusioned and 

46 
Majmell reports that vTnen he asked vlhat had 

happened to some members before joini ng A.A. he received the 

follovring replies. "Complete feeling of being 'licked'. 

Dejected and remorseful. Down and Out lJ • 

"The feeling I was just in a sort of whirl-pool 1-Thich 

was slowly taking me beyond. hope ii 

, t 



"A beaten hopeless person, my back to the wallo~' 

"At the end of the rope." 

Others mentioned some "jolting event vlhich gave a disillusioning 

47 
crisis definition to their use of alcohol." 

These events included, loss of job, wife or husband, 

arrest or accident while drunk and being turned dmm for a 

life insurance application. In all out of 150 intervie,'Jed 
48 

88 per cent mentioned one of the above as happening prior 

to their joining A.A. 

In a study of 1058 A.A. members in New York City the 

question was asked "Did any special event or s"k1.te of affairs 

cause you to go to A.A. for help?" The choices vJere. very 

similar to the factors mentioned above and 62.3% of the res-

pondents mentioned one of them as a 'precipitating factor in 
.' 49 

their applic8.tion 1·rlth the fellowship. 

Of Trice's respondents, though he did not ask any 

quest] ons specifically about this sort of situation 56.3% of 

. 50 
them had "decided they "ere licked." 

This idea of th e necessity for· suffering in order to 

join and achieve success i n A.1\. may be tied in 1vlth a 

psychiatric a ssessment of the therapy provided by l\ '.A. put 

- 51 
forward by Tiebout. 

TiebQut says the alcoholic must 1) hit bottom before 

he can behelpedj 2) must develop and maintain humility. He 

must · be in despair before he genuinel y v.lant s to be helped. 

(This sounds like a very 1\.11.. - like .statement - those who do 

__ , _ J __ I _ ____ _ 
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not succeed are considered to have not 'really vlanted help' 

- i.e. they ueren 't really ready). Humility must be main

tained so that the ne, .. ly sober alcoholic \-Jill not become 

over confident and lapse. Tiebaut divides the therapy 

into two parts: 

a) Surrender 

b) Ego-reduction 

Surrender is the recognition that his drinking is 

out of control and that he cannot ' go It alone'. Therefore 

he puts himself entirely in the hands of A.A. 

His ego is reduced because he has no confidence in 

himself any longer. The past is a source of pain to him. 

He needs to be free from all traces of his former self. 

A.A. takes him over. His old norms are r eplaced with those of 

A.A. Once more '\\e can see the importance of the loss of 

previous group support. The alcoholic obviously cannot rea.ch 

such a state unless he has in some Hay suffered. 

A.A. talks about high and 101'1 bottoms,i.e. some 

individuals may become disillusioned quite early in the 

course of the diseas e and be ready to surrender; Hhile others 

may go on for years. Again the reasons for this may be 

partially found in the environment and social background 

of the alcoholics, dep ending on the group vieH of drinking 

and alcoholism. 

This conc ept of the A.1\. member being an alcoholic 'Hho 

has suffered vlOuld fit in vTith the type of alcoholism ,'lhich 

35 



predominates among A.A. members, using the Jellinek Classifica-

52 
tion; this is Gamma alcoholism i·Jhich also happens to be the 

. 53 
predominate form of alcoholism on the North American continent. 

Jellinek says this is the only type of alcoholism that A.A~ 

recognizes. 

It is what members of Alcoholics Anonymous 
recognize as alcoholism to the exclusion of all 
other species •••• AlcoholicsAnonymous have 
naturally created the picture of alcoholism in 
their Cioffi image. 54 

Thus it viOuld seem that only people vrith the characteristics of 

Gamma alcoholism vlOuld be perceived by the members as 'ready' 

or as likely members or indeed as alcoholics at all. Jellinek 

points out also that persons with other types of alcoholisn are 

55 probably less likely to approach A.A . in the first place . 

In fact he says some members of A.A. are n0t Ga®na alcoholics 

but are in fact Alpha alcoholics, i.e. they do not lose control. 

13% out of his sample of 2000 ·Here Alphas but. these "conform 
56 

in their language to the A.A.standards", i.e. they have 

painted a picture of their alcoholism as being of the Gamma 

species. 

The characteristics of Gamma alcoholism are as follCi'Ts: 

1. acquired increased tissue tolerance to alcohol; 

2. adaptive cell metabol ism (signs of physical addiction 

which cause Jellinek to label this and h!o other types of 

alcoholism a disease ; 

3. i-rithdrav;ral symptQms and "chm-ring" i.e. physical dependence , and 

4. loss of control 
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; also it is characterized by "marked behavioural changes". 

I 

This species produces the greatest and most 
serious kinds of damage. The los £ of control, 
of course impairs inter-personal relations to 
the highest degree. The dama ge to health in 
general and to financial and social standing are 
also more prominent than in other species of 
alcoholism. 57 

Thus this is the species of alcoholism 'Hhich disrupts 

life the most and does the most serious damage vJithout com-

plete physical breakdovm of Beta alcoholism. And it is this 

type that A.A. means ",hen it refers to alcoholism. Hence we 

can expect the people vmo approach and join to have undergone 

some of the experiences associated with the'progressive 

disease' concept of Gamna alcoholi~a, in order to be 

attracted to and to be encouraged by the ma~bers vmo are also 

mainly Gamma alcoholics. They are more likely to perceive 

the members as more like them, and having had a similar 

history, be encouraged by the fact that "if they did it, 

so can 1"." 

To see the typical progression and drinking history of 

a Garrnna alcoholic see the chart by N. N. Glatt included and 

his article. 58 

I must hOHever point out that this concept of suffering 

is relative not absolute, associated Hith A.A.'s idea of 'high' 

and '10v7' bottoms. It is a very individual thing . Some may 

reach their brea king point much earlier than others, or some 

sudden singl e crisis may be the last straH rather than a long 

37 
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series of disasters. I am not trying t o shoH, nor do I 

expect to find that all those 'vho join A.A. have experienced a 

similar progression from bad to 'Horse, but that they th'em-

selves can point to the crisis or say "That's vlhen I gave up 

I and knew I was beaten." 

Mmmel159 points out that A.A. claims tonoH be getting 

more members in the early and middle stages of alcoholism 

than they did previously. H01.vever I do expect that the 

majority '.trill still have lost a great deal and been in a 

very dire position physically and mentally bef-ore joining A.A. 

Again I do not think the factor of suffering alone vTill 

prove sufficient to persuade an alcoholic to join A.A. other-

wise 1.rhy are there not more 'Skid R01.']' types of alcoholics 

in A.A. 7 In the NeH York City Study the members 'vere found 

to be middle to upper middle in class, only 7.3% of the men and 

2.2% of the "lOmen vlere unskilled. 44.8% of each s ex ,-rere in 

60 
the profess,iona_l or managerial category. Though these 

figures may not be completely typical of A.A. there is no 

reason to suppose that the general A.A.membership is grossly 

different from this and indeed the overall impression is that 

A.A. is extremely middle-class in composition - though actual 

groups vary considerably and seem to be formed predominately 

by one class. 

Skid R010J types sea'll rarely to be found in the fel101-r-

. ship. Na,Y be then other factors are lacking . For example, my 
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;/ 
! first r.w.jor variable may play a part here. Drinking is an · 

accepted part of the Skid ROH culture, it is not perceived as 

abnormal. The dOlm and out may still have strong group 

contracts vrith others on Skid Row but nevertheless forming 

l a group. Or he may be ,\lhere he is because he dislikes associa-
I 
/ 

ting 't\lith others, i.e. there is element of under-socialization I an 

61 
involved here and he has ahlays lacked affiliative tendencies. 

Thus a person 't"ho has been ostracised by his social 

group for heavy drinking, has lost his job, and is having 

financial and marital difficulties because of .his alcoholism, 

and 't-l'ho has also belonged to other voluntary associations e.g. 

Elks, Hasons , Kiv7anis, etc. in the past is extremely likely 

to join Alcoholics Anonymous. I therefore expect that these 

characteristics will apply to A.A. members, Le. theY'irill 

display the variables discussed above. 

These then are the hypotheses I l\1ould hope to test and 

the variables which I believe "Till prove significant. They 

were considered because I believe that these are the variables 

. which are significant in the process of affiliation with A.A. 

not necessarily Hi th success afterv1ct.rds, though it seems that 

a high proportion of those Hho affiliate do succeed in 

becoming sober. Thus some data relating to the past drinking 

habits of alcoholics, previo~s treatments has been omitted. 

In sUmmary I expect to find that those who affiliate 

vli th A.l\.. Hill have 

a) lost support of social group's - drinking friends, etc. 
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f 
b) have suffered through alcoholism, Le. lost work, 

health, prestige, etc. 

c) have more affiliative tendencies than non-affiliates, 

e.g. emotionally outgoing, belonged to other groups in the past. 

I d) 'Hill be older, Le. over 40 .• 

~) will have attended church, taken a more active 

part in religious organizations frequently in the past. 

f) will have been introduced by friend or relative 

already in A.A. or sponsored. 

g) will have heard nothing unfavourable about A.A. 



! 

1) 

4) 
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CHAPTER III 

The procedures used to i mplement the fore going proposal 

for research "'ill be, of course, limited by the amount of time 

and money available, as "Tell as by considerations for using the 

best available techniques. It is for the former reason that I 

am in fact submitting hro alternative methodologies. The first 

~ "' __ ..l _1---.. _ _ 

of these is ideally "That I "lOuld like to do, the second, what I 

would probably have to do because, chiefly of lack of time. The 

proposals differ in the method of data collection. Ideally I would 

like to obtain the info!'P.lation vhich I require in an intervie", 

but because of the number of intervi,e\ols necessary to make results 

relevant, I beli eve this method "rill prove i mpr a ctical, at least 

in my situation. Hence I also submit an outline of a questionnaire 

which 1vould have to substitute for the intervie,.,. 

To deal first of all with the project if it were to be 

done by an interview I estimate that I "jould need about three 

hundred people in all to make any significant comparisons. This 

amount ,,'ill be necessary in order to insure that the results found, 

- are not namely the result of chance, "Then dra"ring the sample 

from the population. 

This means in fact ' a minimum of 150 persons in each 

of two g roups . 

a) those "Tho are members of A.A. 

b) those "rho have tried A.A. but who h ave not affiliated 

with the fellowship. 
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This number is necessary in order to provide an adequate 

sample for certain questions particularly "those concerned ""ith 

ethnicity and religiosity. The tables for analyzing these 

questions will have up to 21 possible categories. To interview 

three hundred people, "lvi th even a fairly concise schedule, "'TOuld 

take up a great deal of time, if done by one person, and the 

costs of paying assistants may prohibit their use. The size of 

the group needed to be intervie",ed is the main factor which 

might prohibit the interview. 

The major reasons why I would prefer an intervie"r to a 

questionnaire are four given by Selltiz, et al. l In summary 

these are, likelihood of greater co~operation, greater 

flexibility, it can lead to better support with the respondent 

and greater probing ",ith emotionally laden subj ect. 

- ..I _ I _1 __ 

I will be dealing with people who have several serious 

problems. In fact, the A.A. group itself may not be the main source 

of difficulty, provided they are convinced that their ~~onyrnity 

has been safeguarded. I anticipate that they "Till not be shy of 

telling me their histories, since they have had practice in 

A.A. meetings. Instead, I expect the major difficulties with the 

group of non-affiliates. I hope that these fears may prove to be 

unfounded or exaggerated, but this group may have even more 

difficulties than the A. A. group and may be less '\-Tilling to 

cO-Gperate. This is a further reason for using the interview. 

I feel it would be easier to overcome their doubts in an 



interview, rather than with a mailed questionnaire, and hence 

the response should be higher. 

The questionsto be asked are not very personal or 

probing . but in most cases can be ans.,ered with a factual anS'tTer 

(see questionnaire). but I feel that because the people with 

whom I will be dealing are alcoholics, rapport 'olOuld be useful in 

eliciting truthful responses, and this can only be done by 

winning their confidence. The interview schedule would be very 

similar to the proposed questionnaire (see Appendix). 

The sample of the first group vrill be taken from a 

list of all Hrunilton A.A. group members. Compiling this list 

will involve co-operation from individual group organizers since 

each group is autonomous. They .,ill be intervievred after their 

A.A. meeting or if they preferred, by appointment else',olhere. One 

of the local organizers, Jim M. offered his store as an office 

and rendezvous for this purpose, in the hope that it would 

encourage members to take part. 

- _~ ~ '" _I • . ____ _ 

There are two feasible sampling sources for the second 

group. Again one is ideal, the other is what I am prepared to 

work .,ith if necessary. Ideally then, I ,·,ould like to obtain 

names and addresses of all those new people who attend an A.A. 

meeting but do not come back more than hrice. A.A.' s co-operation 

would be necessary in this, of course. IVhen there were a 

sufficient number assembled, to make sampling practical, I would 

then approach 150 of these. 
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This may be a difficult and lengthy process. I do not knOYT 

the rate at .Thich ne.T people approach A.A. or hOYT many join and 

do not join. 

If this proves impractical the sample could be drmm 

from the files of the Dundurn Clinic. HOYTever this may introduce some 

undesirable factors. I want, for validity's sake to compare 

affiliates and non-affiliates .Tho are as similar as possible 

in other aspects, e.g. by controlling for factors like class. 

Using the Dundurn sample may point to differences bet"l.;een people 

who prefer a medical to a non-medical approach, rather than to 

the differences contained in my hypotheses. 

If intervie.ling proves too expensive and time-consuming 

then the study could be done in questionnaire form, using the 

same samples described above, but with an increase in group size 

partially to alloH for an anticipated higher rate of non-returns 

with a questionnaire, but also t o, hopefully, increase the 

significance of the reulsts,because the number mentioned with 

regard to the intervie.T, is the bare minimum and the use of a 

questionnaire would allOYT for a larger sample, since time and money 

-are not factors in this case. For the sake of simplicity and 

standardization of response, the questions will be pre-coded 

rather than open-ended. 

To prevent spurious correlations in both methods, interview 

and question .lith other group membership, it will be necessary to 

control for social class. 

Finally a word about the que.stionnaires. ~'lherever possible , 

McMASTER UNIVEF?S/TY LJBRAR't 
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I have kept the questions the same on both, with the necessary 

adjustment for each group. 

After the first fev questions .... Thich are demographic, 

6 - 12 on the Questionnaire (Q.I ) are concerned with factors 

affecting attraction to the group, as are 15, and 16. The 

corresponding numbers on the non-A.A. questionnaire (Q.II) 

are 6 - 11 and 14 and 15. 

13 and 14 on Q.I, 12 and 13 on Q.II, are concerned 

with the respondent's attitude to sobriety; 17 to 26 (10 - 23 

on Q.II) relate to previous and current group memberships. The 

next four questions deal with the religious background and 

beliefs of members and. non-nembers, in the expectation that 

this is a significant factor in forming both the attitud.e to 

sobriety and the attraction of the group. Reasons 'for this 

are given in Chapter II. 
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The remaining fev questions again refer to the attraction 

to the group. 

/ 
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NOTES 

Se11tiz, Jahoda, Deutsch and Cook. Research 
Hethods in Social Relations. ( Nevl York: Holt, 1966) 
pp.2L~1':'243. 
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAIRE I . 

1) Sex 

2) Age 

Marital Status 

Single 

Married 

Widm'Ted or Divorced 

4) Number of chilclien 

A.A. SAMPLE 

5) vlhich A.A. group do you belong to? e.g. 11idt01'ffi, 
Sanford, etc., 

6) How old were you vThen you first started to drink alcohol? 

7) Age at which you first sought help for alcoholism? 

8) How long have you been a member of A.A.? 

9) HOvT were you referred to A.A. ? 

a) Social work agency 

b) Psychiatrist 

c) Other physician 

d) Clergyman 

e) Relative 

f) Friend 

g) Self-referred - Twelfth Step Call 

h) Self-referred - Halked into meeting 
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10) "Did you go to your first meeting with a sponsor? 

11) Did you already have a relative or friend in A.A.? 

a) Relative 

b) Friedd 

c ) None 

12) Before you approached A.A., was what you had heard about it, 
on the whole 

a) favourable 

b) unfavourable 

c) had heard nothing 

13 ) Did any particular event cause you to go to A.A.? 

a ) loss of jobs 

b ) separation from wife 

c) financial crisis 

d ) involvement ",ith la.T 

e) illness 

f ) emotional crisis 

g) other - specify 

14) Have you, because of your drinking habits, lost? 

a) work 

b) family 

c ) friend (s) 

d ) money 

Indicate as many as apply 

15 ) vThat is your occupation? 



16) "Hhat education have you had? 

a) elementary 

b) some high school 

c) high school graduation 

d) some above high school 

e) college graduate 

17) Did you drink mainly .lith a group? 

18) Did you engage in other social activities, e.g. golf, 
bo.,ling, etc., with the same group that you drank .,ith? 

19 ) Were you still a member of such groups at the time you 
joined A.A.? 

20) Do you still associate with th~~? 
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21) Have you ever belon~ed to clubs, associations, fraternities, 
etc., such as Hasons, Khranis? 

22) If so, did you play an active part in the group? 

23) Do you enjoy taking part in group activities? 

24) Are you an active member of A.A!? i.e., do you speak at 
meetings, go on Twelfth St ep Calls? 

25) Do you still belong to other social groups? 

26) Hould you say that the following statement applied to you? 

"Before joining A.A., I often shared my trouble 
.with others." 
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27 ) What is your religious preference? 

a ) Protestant 

b ) Cathol i c 

c ) Je1-Tish 

d ) Ot her 

e ) None 

28 ) Are you an active church~goer? 

a ) regular - every week 

b ) once a month 

c ) 3 or 4 times a year 

d ) rarely at all 

e ) never 

29 ) Did you attend church regularly i n your youth? 

30) Did you find the spiritual part of the A.A. program easy 
t o a ccept? 

31) Hhat is your ethnic background? 

a ) English 

b ) French 

c ) Irish 

d ) Italian and South European 

e ) German or East European 

f ) Other 

32 ) Had you approached any other agency or person for help 
with alcohol i sm before A.A.? 

a ) Social Hork Agency 

b ) Psychiatrist 

c ) Other Physician 

d) Clergyman 

e ) Other 

f ) None 



33) If so, did you feel tha t their treatment helped you? 

34) If you are married, does your wife/husband approve of 
A.A. and encourage you to go? 

35) Does he or she take part in any A.A. activities? 
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QUESTIONNAIRE II NON-A.A. SA.~LE 

1) Sex 

2) Age 

3) Marital Status 

4) Number of children, if any 

5) HOYT old .Tere you when you first started to drink alcohol? 

6) Age at .Thich you first sought help for alcoholism? 

7) HOYT old ",ere you when you first tried A.A.? 

8) How were you referred to A.A.? 

a) Social work agency 

b) Psychiatrist 

c) Other physician 

d) Clergyman 

e) Relative 

f) Friend 

g) Self-referred - T\-Telfth Step Call 

h) Self-referred - VTalked into meeting 

9) Did you go to your first meeting .Ti th a sponsor? 

10) Did you already have a relative or friend in A.A.? 

Relative Friend Neither 

11) Before you approached A.A. was what you had heard about it? 

Favourable Unfavourable Had heard nothing 



I' 
; 12) Did any particular event cause you to go to A.A.? 

I 
1 

a) loss of job 

b) separation from 'Y'ife 

c) financial crisis 

d) invol vement 'Yri th 1m, 

e) 

f) 

illness 

emotional crisis 

g ) other - specify 

13) Have you because of your drinking habits lost? 

a) work 

b) family 

c) friend(s) 

d) money 

Indicate as many as apply 

14) What is your occupation? 

15 ) ¥ihat education have you had? 

a) elementary 

b) some high school 

c) high school graduation 

d) some above high school 

e) college graduate 

16 ) Did you drink mainl y with a group? 

17) Did you engage in other social acti vi ties 'Y,i th the same 
group that you drank with? 

18) Were you still a member of such groups at the time you 
tried A.A.? 

19) Do you still associate with them? 
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20 ) Have you ever beloneed to clubs, associations, fraternities, 

etc., such as Masons, Kiwanis? 

21 ) If so, did you play an active part in the group , e.e., 
on cormnittees , help \-lith activities? 

I 
22) Do you enjoy taking par t in eroup act ivities? 

23 ) Do you still belong to such groups? 

24 ) Hould you say the follovTin g statement applies to you? 
"I often share my troubles vTi th others." 

25) I·That is your reli gious preference ? 

a ) Protestant 

b ) Catholic 

c ) Jew 

d ) Other 

e ) None 

26 ) Are you an active church-eoes ? 

a ) regular - every week 

b ) onc e a month 

c ) 3 or 4 times a year 

d ) r arely at all 

e ) never 

27 ) Did you attend church regularly in your youth? 

28 ) . Do you think you could have come to accept the spiritual 
part of the A.A . Proeram? 
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29) JHhat is your ethnic background? 

a) English 

b) French 

c) Irish 

d) Italian and South European 

e) German or East European 

r) Other 

30) Had you before trying A.A. approached . any other person 
of agency for help vTi th alcoholism? 

31) If so, did you feel that their treatment helped you? 
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